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Excited-State Hydrogen Atom Transfer Reaction in Solvated
7-Hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin
Abstract
Excited-state enol to keto tautomerization of 7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin (C456) with three water
molecules (C456:3H2O), is theoretically investigated using time-dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT) combined with the polarizable continuum model and 200 waters explicitly modeled with the
effective fragment potential. The tautomerization of C456 in the presence of three water molecules is
accompanied by an asynchronous quadruple hydrogen atom transfer reaction from the enol to the keto
tautomer in the excited state. TDDFT with the PBE0 functional and the DH(d,p) basis set is used to calculate
the excited-state reaction barrier height, absorption (excitation), and fluorescence (de-excitation) energies.
These results are compared with the available experimental and theoretical data. In contrast to previous work,
it is predicted here that the coumarin 456 system undergoes a hydrogen atom transfer, not a proton transfer.
The calculated reaction barrier of the first excited state of C456:3H2O with 200 water molecules is found to
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Excited-State Hydrogen Atom Transfer Reaction in Solvated
7‑Hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin
Nuwan De Silva, Noriyuki Minezawa, and Mark S. Gordon*
Department of Chemistry, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011, United States
ABSTRACT: Excited-state enol to keto tautomerization of 7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin (C456) with
three water molecules (C456:3H2O), is theoretically investigated using time-dependent density
functional theory (TDDFT) combined with the polarizable continuum model and 200 waters explicitly
modeled with the eﬀective fragment potential. The tautomerization of C456 in the presence of three
water molecules is accompanied by an asynchronous quadruple hydrogen atom transfer reaction from
the enol to the keto tautomer in the excited state. TDDFT with the PBE0 functional and the DH(d,p)
basis set is used to calculate the excited-state reaction barrier height, absorption (excitation), and
ﬂuorescence (de-excitation) energies. These results are compared with the available experimental and
theoretical data. In contrast to previous work, it is predicted here that the coumarin 456 system
undergoes a hydrogen atom transfer, not a proton transfer. The calculated reaction barrier of the ﬁrst
excited state of C456:3H2O with 200 water molecules is found to be −0.23 kcal/mol without zero-
point energy (−5.07 kcal/mol with zero point energy, i.e., the activation energy).
1. INTRODUCTION
The hydrogen atom transfer/proton transfer (HT/PT) reaction is
one of the most fundamental reactions occurring in chemistry and
biology.1−6 For example, the excited-state HT/PT relay along the
hydrogen-bonded network is a vital reaction in revealing the
photoreactivity in green ﬂuorescent protein,7,8 which is widely used
for ﬂuorescence markers in living cells to illuminate a function of a
speciﬁc gene. The multiple proton relay also plays a critical role in a
proton pump across a cell membrane through the proton wire,
where the proton transport is achieved against a pH gradient in and
out of the membrane. The mechanism of proton transport is also a
signiﬁcant aspect in developing novel polymer electrolyte fuel cells
and direct methanol fuel cells, where the multiple proton relay in
the water networks may proceed via the Grotthuss mechanism.9 A
full understanding of the mechanisms and dynamics of HT/PT
reactions is, therefore, of great importance.
HT/PT reactions can occur either as an intramolecular
reaction in which the donor and acceptor groups exist within
the same molecule or as an intermolecular reaction in which the
donor and acceptor groups are in two diﬀerent molecules.
However, the intramolecular HT/PT reaction cannot sponta-
neously occur in some molecules because the proton acceptor is
not close enough to the proton donor. In such a case, solvent
molecules may assist the HT/PT reaction (pseudo-intermolecular
reaction) via hydrogen bond formation between the donor and
the acceptor and conducting the donor hydrogen atom or proton
to the acceptor. Therefore, in the presence of solvent assistance,
the formation of hydrogen bonds along the reaction coordinate
can induce a relay of multiple protons or hydrogen atoms from the
reactants to the products. However, it is diﬃcult to experimentally
determine the characteristic features in a multiple-HT/PT mainly
because of thermal ﬂuctuations in the reaction center in the
condensed phase.
Often, HT/PT reactions are encountered in the excited state.
Research on excited-state HT and PT (ESHT and ESPT)
reactions at the molecular level can be complex due to the structural
complexity, very short time scales, and solvent ﬂuctuations involved
in the process. Upon electronic excitation, the geometry and acid−
base characteristics of a molecule are signiﬁcantly modulated if
ESHT/ESPT occurs. Because the HT/PT process involves motion
of the hydrogen atom or proton, the HT/PT transfer process is
very sensitive to the degree of hydrogen bonding and also to the
dielectric properties of the solvent. Therefore, HT/PT reactions in
aqueous solution may involve diﬀerent reaction pathways and
dynamics, depending on the reactants, number of water molecules,
and their relative orientations.
Excited-state double HT/PT was discovered by Kasha and
co-workers10 for 7-azaindole (7AI) in alcohol complexes and in
a doubly hydrogen-bonded 7AI dimer formed in high
concentrations in nonpolar solvents. Since then, the photo-
physics of bifunctional heteroaromatic compounds has received
a great deal of attention. Supersonically jet-cooled hydrogen-
bonded clusters in the gas phase are good model systems to
reveal the dynamics of multiple-HT/PT, where the lowering of
the temperature signiﬁcantly suppresses the thermal ﬂuctua-
tions and the cluster size can be controlled.11 Theoretically,
simple model compounds of certain molecules with appropriate
protic solvents have been studied to understand the HT/PT
process. Kyrychenko et al.12 have studied the HT/PT reaction
of 1H-pyrrolo[3,2-h]quinolone (PQ) with one and two water
molecules in the lowest excited singlet states at the TDB3LYP/
cc-pVDZ level in the gas phase. They have calculated the ESPT
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reaction barrier to be 20.9, 3.0, and 5.6 kcal/mol, respectively, for
PQ, PQ:1H2O, and PQ:2H2O. Leutwyler and co-workers
13
performed CIS/6-31G(d,p) calculations to investigate the possible
competition between HT and PT in 7-hydroxyquinoline (7HQ)
with three NH3 molecules. They found that the barrier for the PT
reaction path is 20−25 kcal/mol higher than that for the HT path.
Fernandez-Ramos et al.14 performed complete active space self-
consistent ﬁeld (CASSCF) and multiconﬁguration second-order
perturbation theory (CASPT2) calculations with the 6-31G(d,p)
basis set to investigate the enol to keto tautomerization in the
lowest singlet excited state of 7HQ with three NH3 molecules with
Cs symmetry in the gas phase. The CASPT2//CASSCF energy
barrier for the HT process is ∼5 kcal/mol, while the predicted PT
pathway has a much larger energy barrier of ∼20 kcal/mol.
An early theoretical study on the ESHT reaction of 7AI:1H2O
was performed by Chaban and Gordon,15,16 in which the
CASSCF/DZP method was used for the isolated 7AI molecule
and the 7AI:1H2O complex in the ground and ﬁrst excited states.
7AI was predicted to be more stable than the tautomer in the
ground state, whereas the relative energies are reversed in the excited
state, and the activation energies for tautomerization in both states of
7AI are signiﬁcantly reduced by the complexation with water.
Most coumarin (1,2-benzopyrone) derivatives have relatively
high ﬂuorescence quantum yields.17−22 Consequently, they are
widely used as ﬂuorescent indicators, laser dye colorants,
nonlinear optical chromophores, and excellent probes to study
the solvation dynamics.23−29 Among the coumarin dyes, hydro-
xycoumarin dyes have received the most attention because of their
interesting anomalous pH-dependent ﬂuorescence spectra.30−34
For example depending on the acidity of the solvent, 7-hydroxy-4-
methylcoumarin (4-methylumbelliferone), also commercially
known as coumarin 456 (C456), exhibits a variety of ﬂuorescence
spectra that have been suggested as the basis for the construction
of acidity-tunable blue−green lasers.31,32,34 Henceforth, coumarin
456 will be referred to as C456. C456 is a ﬂuorescent indicator
that is colorless at pH 7.0 and exhibits a blue ﬂuorescence at
pH 7.5.
Electronic excitation to the S1 state strongly modiﬁes the
acid−base properties of C456, rendering the hydroxyl group
more acidic (S0 (pKa = 7.26), S1 (pKa ≈ 0.45)).35 C456 is a
ﬂuorescence indicator and a laser dye whose emission range is
exceptionally broad (360−590 nm). In the excited state, C456
exhibits four possible ﬂuorescent species, depending on the solvent
and the pH, enol (E*, 380 nm), anionic (A*, 450 nm), cationic
(C*, 412 nm), and keto-tautomeric (K*, 480 nm). In the ground
state, on the other hand, the absorption spectra indicate only three
species, enol (E), anion (A), and cation (C).36−38 Therefore, the
K* form appears to be an excited-state reaction product, which
arises from the E* form through HT/PT from the donor (acidic
O−H) to the acceptor (basic CO) group in the excited state.
Direct intramolecular HT/PT in C456 would be diﬃcult because
the donor and acceptor components are too far away from each
other. Therefore, C456 requires a solvent wire to bridge the donor
and acceptor groups. Two diﬀerent mechanisms of photoexcited
tautomerization processes have been discussed in the litera-
ture,33,36,37,39 a dissociative two-step pathway33,39 via the A* or C*
species (reaction intermediates) and a nondissociative36,37 one-
step reaction in water. The latter is considered to be the most
probable mechanism.
C456 has been investigated theoretically40 using the
TDB3LYP method and the resolution-of-the-identity coupled
cluster singles and doubles (RI-CC2) method with the SVP,
SVPD, TZVP, and TZVPD basis sets. The excitation and
de-excitation energies of the lowest singlet states for the enol
and keto forms were studied in the gas phase and in solution
using the polarizable continuum model (PCM)41,42 for water.
The calculations revealed that in the PCM of water, the π−π*
state is the lowest-lying excited state. Georgieva et al. extended
the investigation by studying the PT reaction in C456 along a
H-bonded water wire of three water molecules using TDDFT,
RI-CC2, and singly excited conﬁguration interaction (CIS) calc-
ulations.43 The calculations suggest the possibility of HT/PT from
the enol to the keto form in the excited state. All of the methods
used predict that the reaction path occurs in the π−π* state, and no
crossing with a Rydberg-type πσ* state was found. The calculations
predict that the S1 enol and keto clusters are separated by a barrier
height of 17−20 kcal/mol, although an actual transition-state
structure was not determined.
In this paper, the excited-state quadruple HT/PT reaction of
C456 with three quantum water molecules (C456:3H2O) has been
studied. Solvent eﬀects are analyzed by incorporating both the PCM
model and the eﬀective fragment potential (EFP) for water.44−46
2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The geometries of the enol and keto tautomers of C456 in the
ground state (E and K) and the π−π* ﬁrst excited state
(E* and K*) were optimized using PBE0 and TDPBE0,47−49
respectively, with the DH(d,p)46 basis set, with no symmetry
constrains (C1 symmetry). The enol tautomer, transition state
(TS), and keto tautomer of C456:3H2O as well as C456:3H2O
with small clusters of EFP water molecules (C456:3H2O +
nEFP, n = 1−4) in the ground state (E, TS, and K) and the
π−π* ﬁrst excited state (E*, TS*, and K*) were also optimized
using the same levels of theory. The geometry optimizations
converged the gradient to less than 0.0001 hartree/bohr. The
Hessian (matrix of energy second derivatives) was calculated
and diagonalized at the optimized geometries. All E, K, E*, and
K* stationary points of C456, C456:3H2O, and C456:3H2O +
nEFP were characterized as true minima by conﬁrming that all
corresponding eigenvalues of the Hessian are positive. The TS and
TS* stationary points were characterized as true saddle points by
conﬁrming that there is just one negative Hessian eigenvalue.
The reaction paths in the ground state (S0) and the ﬁrst π−π*
excited state (S1) for C456:3H2O and C456:3H2O + nEFP were
determined by calculating the intrinsic reaction coordinates
(IRC),50−55 starting from the corresponding TSs. The IRC is
the steepest-descent path in mass-weighted coordinates and is
calculated by propagating the system from the TS backward and
forward toward the reactants (enol tautomer) and products (keto
tautomer), respectively.
An additional interpretive tool is provided by the electrostatic
potential (ESP)-derived56,57 TDPBE0/DH(d,p) atomic charges
along the excited-state IRC path (30 equally spaced points) to
determine whether the S1 reaction is primarily HT or PT in the
C456:3H2O system.
The C456 and C456:3H2O systems in the presence of PCM
water are denoted C456:PCM and C456:3H2O + PCM,
respectively, throughout the remainder of the paper. The stationary
points of C456:PCM (E, E*, K, and K*) and C456:3H2O + PCM
(E, E*, TS, TS*, K, and K*) were fully optimized and characterized
in both S0 and S1. The S0 and S1 IRC paths of C456:3H2O + PCM
were also generated.
The Monte Carlo (MC)58,59 with simulated annealing (SA)60
method was used to sample the potential energy surface of C456:
3H2O with 200 EFP water molecules (C456:3H2O + 200EFP)
in S0 and S1 using PBE0/DH(d,p) and TD-PBE0/DH(d,p),
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respectively. The gas-phase optimized geometries of C456:3H2O
and C456:3H2O + nEFP were used as the starting geometries of
the MC/SA simulations with 200 EFP water molecules. The MC/
SA method with local minimization was used to sample the
conﬁguration space. For each global minimum found, the number
of structures sampled was on the order of 100000−350000. The
number of steps taken for each temperature varied from 10 to 1000.
The number of steps between local optimizations varied from 10 to
100. The number of fragments moved per step varied from 1 to 20.
The starting temperature for the SA varied from 20000 to 1000 K,
and the ﬁnal temperature varied from 100 to 300 K.
To obtain the tautomerization activation energy, zero-point
energy (ZPE) corrections have been obtained using the
harmonic frequencies. The S0 tautomerization barrier height,
without ZPE corrections, is Eb(E→K) = ETS(S0) − EE(S0), where
the subscript E refers to the enol tautomer. The barrier height
with ZPE corrections yields the 0 K activation energy, Ea(E→K).
The barrier height and activation energy in the S1 excited state
are obtained in an analogous manner. These two quantities are
denoted as Eb(E*→K*) and Ea(E*→K*), respectively.
Using the optimized geometries, vertical and adiabatic excitation
energies (absorption) and vertical de-excitation energies (ﬂuo-
rescence) were carried out with TDPBE0/DH(d,p). Only singlet-
to-singlet transitions are considered here. The vertical excitation
energy corresponds to the electronic excitation from the ground-
state minimum (S0) to the ﬁrst electronic excited S1 state (ππ*),
with no geometry relaxation. The adiabatic excitation energy is the
energy diﬀerence between the minimum on the S1 surface and the
minimum on the S0 surface. The vertical de-excitation energy
corresponds to the energy diﬀerence between the S0 and S1 states
at the S1 minimum-energy geometry. The ZPE corrections to the
adiabatic excitation energies were obtained using the ZPEs of the
corresponding minima.
All calculations were performed with the general atomic and
molecular electronic structure system (GAMESS).61,62 The
structures were visualized with MacMolPlot,63 a graphical interface
to GAMESS.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The atom labeling of the C456 and C456:3H2O are illustrated in
Figure 1. The C456-optimized geometries of the stationary points of
S0 (E and K) and S1 (E* and K*), optimized with PBE0/DH(d,p)
and TDPBE0/DH(d,p), respectively, are shown in Figure 2. Except
for the position of the enol (O20−H21) and keto (C2−H11)
functional groups, the main structural diﬀerence between the two
tautomers is the ring nonplanarity of the S1 state; the E* tautomer is
nonplanar (O1 oxygen atom located out of the fused ring plane)
Figure 1. The atom labeling of (a) C456 and (b) C456:3H2O.
Figure 2. The optimized geometries of the C456 stationary points of S0
(E, TS, and K) and S1 (E*, TS*, and K*) optimized, respectively, with
PBE0/DH(d,p) and TDPBE0/DH(d,p). The molecular geometry is
shown in two diﬀerent views (directions) relative to the molecular fused-
ring plane: (a) perpendicular view and (b) parallel view.
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relative to the E, K, and K* tautomers. The ZPE-corrected relative
0 K enthalpies (Hrel
0 ) and relative energies without the ZPE correction
(Erel) of the C456 tautomers are given in Table 1. According to
Table 1,Hrel
0 of the enol tautomer of C456 is lower in energy than that
of keto in S0 by 1.09 eV (25.14 kcal/mol). In contrast Hrel
0 of the
keto tautomer of C456 is lower in energy in the excited state by
0.23 eV (5.30 kcal/mol). Therefore, the enol to keto tautomerization
of C456 is highly endothermic in S0 and exothermic in S1. The
favorable thermodynamics in S1 is one of the reasons that the enol
to keto tautomerization reaction occurs most likely in the S1 state.
Figure 3. The geometries of the stationary points of S0 (E, TS, and K) and S1 (E*, TS*, and K*) of C456:3H2O optimized, respectively, with PBE0/
DH(d,p) and TDPBE0/DH(d,p). The molecular geometry is shown in two diﬀerent views (directions) relative to the molecular fused-ring plane:
(a) perpendicular view and (b) parallel view.
Figure 4. The IRC path in the ground state (red) and the ﬁrst π−π*
excited state (green) of C456:3H2O calculated with PBE0/DH(d,p)
and TDPBE0/DH(d,p), respectively, starting from the corresponding
TSs.
Table 1. 0 K Relative Enthalpies (Hrel
0 ) of the C456
Tautomersa
S0 S1
enol keto keto enol
C456 0.00 (0.00) 1.09 (1.11) 3.67 (3.77) 3.90 (4.05)
C456:3H2O 0.00 (0.00) 0.77 (0.80) 3.58 (3.71) 3.72 (3.85)
C456:PCM 0.00 (0.00) 0.93 (0.95) 3.68 (3.78) 3.71 (3.81)
C456:3H2O + PCM 0.00 (0.00) 0.70 (0.71) 3.54 (3.64) 3.59 (3.68)
C456:3H2O + 200EFP 0.00 (0.00) 0.24 (0.27) 3.22 (3.34) 3.47 (3.60)
aThe relative energies are given relative to the S0 state of the enol
tautomer. The values in parentheses are relative energies without ZPE
correction (Erel). All values are given in eV.
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The relative energy of enol in S0 and keto in S1 holds for the other
C456 complexes in Table 1. The keto−enol energy diﬀerence in S1 is
generally rather small, ranging from 0.23 eV when no water is present
to 0.03 and 0.05 eV for C456:PCM and C456:3H2O + PCM,
respectively. The most important factor for a probable S1
tautomerization is the lower activation energy compared to the S0
activation energy (Table 2). The location of a TS was unsuccessful for
the isolated C456 system due to the long distance between H21 and
O11 (∼7 Å) in the enol structure and the similarly in the keto
structure (see Figure 1).
In order to locate the C456 TS, three quantum water
molecules were spatially arranged to bridge the two functional
groups via hydrogen bonding. Then, fully optimized TSs were
obtained in both the S0 and S1 states. C456 requires a minimum
Table 3. Excited-State Activation Energy (eV), Ea(E*→K*), of the Enol→ Keto Tautomerization Reaction of C456:3H2O + nEFP
a
aThe barrier height, Eb(E*→K*) is given in parentheses. The barrier heights, Eb(E*→K*) calculated using the single-point energies on the above structures
with PCM are given in square brackets. The imaginary frequency (i) of the TS* is given in cm−1.
Table 2. S0 and S1 0 K Activation Energies (Ea(E→K) and
Ea(E*→K*)) of the Enol → Keto Tautomerization of the C456
Complexesa
S0 S1
C456:3H2O 0.87 (1.09) 0.23 (0.44)
C456:3H2O + PCM 0.70 (0.84) 0.20 (0.29)
C456:3H2O + 200EFP 0.44 (0.66) −0.22 (−0.01)
aThe energies without ZPE corrections are given in parentheses. All
values are given in eV.
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of three water molecules (C456:3H2O) to ﬁnd the enol to keto
tautomerization TS. The TS searches for C456 with one, two,
and four water molecules were not successful. One and two
waters are not suﬃcient to bridge the two functional groups
within C456, while four waters makes the bridge too crowded.
The C456:3H2O optimized geometries of the S0 (E, TS, and K)
and S1 (E*, TS*, and K*) stationary points, optimized,
respectively, with PBE0/DH(d,p) and TDPBE0/DH(d,p), are
given in Figure 3. In general, the S1 state C456:3H2O stationary
points are somewhat more nonplanar than those of the S0 state.
The TS and TS* imaginary frequencies are 629i and 601i cm−1,
respectively. The IRC paths for the S0 and S1 states are shown in
Figure 4. Each IRC path conﬁrms that the corresponding TSs do
connect the reactants and products as expected. When going from
the reactant to the products, four bonds (including three hydrogen
bonds) are broken, and four bonds are formed, asynchronously
along the reaction coordinates.
The ESP-derived charges are shown in Figure 5 according to
the atom labeling in Figure 1. The ESP-derived charges in the
excited state enable one to assess whether PT or HT occurs
during the E* to K* tautomerization. According to Figure 5,
the ESP-derived atomic charges on the atoms O20, H21, O22,
H23, O24, H25, O26, H27, and O11 do not change
signiﬁcantly on the C456:3H2O S1 IRC path. However, the
charges on atoms O22, O24, and O26 increase from ∼−1.0e to
∼−0.9e just before the TS and then decrease again just after the
TS. Moreover, the overall charge on H21 decreases, and the
overall charge on H27 increases by ∼0.1e before (enol) and
after the reaction (keto). It is interesting to note the charge of
the intermediate H23 and H25 transferring atoms in the TS.
The charges on these atoms hardly change throughout the
reaction path, remaining at ∼0.55e. This is close to the partial
charge on a H atom in a water molecule, as compared to a
proton charge of +1. Therefore, the enol−keto excited-state
process corresponds to a HT, not a PT. This is in good
agreement with the CIS/SVPD population analysis done by
Georgieva et al.43 on C456:3H2O, where for the S1 (ππ*) state
charges of 0.61e for H23 and H25 have been found. The CIS/
6-31(+)G(d,p) population analysis done by Tanner et al.11,13,64
on 7HQ(NH3)3 predicted for the S1 (ππ*) state a charge of
0.70e for the NH4 moiety. Therefore, the S1 state enol to keto
tautomerization reaction of C456:3H2O can be interpreted as
an asynchronized quadruple HT reaction, even though the
transferring H atoms carry substantial partial charges.
The activation energies for the HT from the E to the K
tautomeric form in C456:3H2O, C456:3H2O + PCM, and
C456:3H2O + 200EFP complexes are given in Table 2. Table 2
indicates that the S0 tautomerization of C456:3H2O in the gas
phase is characterized by a high activation energy (0.87 eV),
whereas the S1 state reaction proceeds with a low activation
energy (0.23 eV). The inclusion of a small cluster of water
molecules decreases the tautomerization activation energy
in the S1 state (Table 3). Moreover, HT in the excited state
C456:3H2O + 200EFP is predicted to proceed through a
signiﬁcantly lower activation energy (−0.22 eV with ZPE
correction) in the S1 state. A negative activation energy indicates
a barrierless process. The S0 state activation energy in C456:3H2O +
200EFP also decreases two-fold compared to that of the
C456:3H2O. The eﬀect of adding PCM on the C456:3H2O S0
and S1 activation energies is small.
The excited-state HT activation energies of C456:3H2O +
nEFP (n = 1−4) are given in Table 3. In the C456:3H2O +
nEFP complexes, the energy barrier is dramatically reduced
compared to C456:3H2O, so that upon excitation of the
C456:3H2O + nEFP complex, the tautomerization can occur
rapidly. Therefore, the hydrogen bond interaction between the
EFP molecules and the bridging quantum water molecules
Table 4. TDPBE0/DH(d,p) Vertical Excitation
(Absorption), Adiabatic, and Vertical De-excitation
(Fluorescence) Energies for the C456 Enol Tautomera
enol tautomer vertical adiabatic ﬂuorescence exp
C456 4.28 3.90 (4.05) 3.58 3.88b
C456:3H2O 4.04 3.72 (3.85) 3.05
C456:PCM 4.17 3.71 (3.81) 3.62
C456:3H2O + PCM 4.03 3.59 (3.68) 3.31
C456:3H2O + 200EFP 4.15 3.47 (3.60) 3.00
aAll energies are given in eV. The adiabatic energies are given with the
ZPE correction. The values in parentheses are the adiabatic energies
without the ZPE correction. bAbsorption energy of the enol tautomer
of C456 in benzene.36
Table 5. TDPBE0/DH(d,p) Vertical Excitation
(Absorption), Adiabatic, and Vertical De-excitation
(Fluorescence) Energies for Keto Tautomer of C456a
keto tautomer vertical adiabatic ﬂuorescence exp
C456 3.02 2.59 (2.66) 2.27 3.33b
C456:3H2O 3.20 2.81 (2.90) 2.52
C456:PCM 3.18 2.75 (2.83) 2.59
C456:3H2O + PCM 3.24 2.84 (2.93) 2.71
C456:3H2O + 200EFP 3.64 2.98 (3.07) 3.04
aAll energies are given in eV. The adiabatic energies are given with the
ZPE correction. The values in parentheses are the adiabatic energies
without the ZPE correction. bFluorescence energy of the keto
tautomer of C456 in benzene.36
Figure 5. The ESP-derived TDPBE0/DH(d,p) atomic charges on the
O20, H21, O22, H23, O24, H25, O26, H27, and O11 atoms along the
IRC path of the S1 state of C456:3H2O.
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further decreases the activation energy. For the C456:3H2O +
4EFP system, following the IRC along the reaction that is
referenced in Table 3 leads to structures that correspond
closely to the expected reactants and products (based on direct
geometry optimizations), with energy diﬀerences that are less
than 2 kcal/mol in each case. Therefore, it is likely that the
transition structure for the C456:3H2O + 4EFP that is
described in Table 3 is a good approximation to the true TS.
The TDPBE0/DH(d,p) absorption, adiabatic, and ﬂuores-
cence energies for the enol and keto tautomers of the molecular
complexes are given in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. In C456,
both absorption and ﬂuorescence energies are higher in the
enol tautomer than those for the corresponding keto tautomer
by 1.26 and 1.31 eV, respectively, in the gas phase. In
C456:3H2O, both absorption and ﬂuorescence energies are
higher in the enol tautomer than those for the corresponding
keto tautomer by 0.84 and 0.53 eV, respectively, in the gas
phase. In general, the π → π* vertical excitation, adiabatic, and
vertical de-excitation energies of C456 with water molecules
(C456:3H2O and C456:3H2O + 200EFP) are red-shifted in the
enol tautomer and blue-shifted in the keto tautomer, relative to
isolated C456. The global minimum structure of the excited-state
enol tautomer of C456:3H2O + 200EFP is given in Figure 6.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical study of the ground-state and excited-state
tautomerization reactions in C456 have been presented, using
PBE0/DH(d,p) and TDPBE0/DH(d,p), respectively. The TSs
of the HT reaction were found in C456:3H2O and C456:3H2O
with PCM as well as in C456:3H2O with small clusters of EFP
waters. The optimized geometries of the corresponding
tautomers are also presented. The TDPBE0/DH(d,p) ESP-
derived charges along the excited-state IRC path predicts that
the tautomerization reaction is a HT reaction, with hydrogen
partial charges of ∼0.55 e. The predicted activation energies are
in excellent agreement with the experimental evidence. The
addition of water molecules to C456 assists the HT reaction by
decreasing the activation energy in the excited state.
The results in the present work have also been compared with
the previous theoretical data reported by Georgieva et al. on the
C456:3H2O system. They have considered the S1 enol to keto
tautomerization as a PT reaction; the barrier height was estimated to
be 17−20 kcal/mol at the TDB3LYP/SVPD level of theory. In the
present paper, the S1 enol to keto tautomerization of C456:3H2O
was interpreted as a HT reaction (not a PT reaction), and
the TDPBE0/DH(d,p) barrier height was calculated to be
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